Follow our quick guide to choose your IMC study options

1. Has it been a while since you studied maths or used it in an exam? Would you like an introduction to the core skills you need to pass IMC?
   - YES
   - NO

   Core Skills Online
   Five modular recordings with online questions to test your understanding.
   - Introduction to IMC & how to study
   - Quantitative methods (two modules on theory and application, including a calculator guide)
   - Derivatives basics (two modules on the basic concepts underpinning futures and options)

2. When preparing for your IMC exams, would you like classroom tuition?
   - YES
   - NO

   Distance Learning
   Face-to-face tuition in London with the full suite of study materials. Designed for those who prefer a classroom environment.
   - Weekday Classroom Course
   - Evening Classroom Course

   Distance Learning Plus Recordings
   Full suite of hard copy and online study materials, including Official Training Manuals and practice questions. Exam calculator and tutor support are also included.

3. When would you like your tuition?
   - YES
   - NO

   - Evening Classroom Course
     Face-to-face tuition in London with the full suite of study materials. Designed for those who prefer a classroom environment.
   - Weekday Classroom Course
     Five day course
     Face-to-face tuition in London with the full suite of study materials. Designed for those who prefer a classroom environment.

Already have the Official Training Manual (OTM)? Then we will deduct the cost from your package.

Want to take your studies further? On completion of the IMC course you will have covered 30% of the CFA Level I exam!

Still unsure? Get in touch!
- citybookings@kaplan.co.uk
- 020 7920 3060
- www.kaplanfinancial.co.uk/imc